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The following is a study prepared so that I, Jorge Ameglio, can open a full service 
travel agency in Miami named Jungle Travel (Jungle) focusing on tourism to Panama. I 
will show here that it can be profitable, not only for investors and myself, but also for my 
country, Panama. I plan to demonstrate the feasibility and the need for a business such as 
this one. 
Now, I ask, can Jungle become operational with a fair-sized initial investment of 
$150,000.00? Likewise, the problem that lies herein, is whether there is an economic and 
busiiess viabilitiy in establishing a travel agency that specializes in travel and vacations 
primarily towards Panama. 
The purpose of centering Jungle on Panama is partially because it is located only 
two and half hours away by air. Another important reason for me, a Panamanian, is that by 
encouraging tourism towards Panama, will not only bring foreign currency into the area, 
thus helphg the development of underdeveloped regions, but will also improve the level 
of l i e  for its people through new jobs, diversifl the use of the country's resources, and 
inspire economic development in order to accommodate tourism. Currently, Panama City 
is the only truly developed city within the country's borders leaving vast areas of prime 
location and substantial natural resources awaiting to be cultivated by touristic locals and 
foreign investments, something the Panamanian Tourism Institute (PAT) is trying to 
promote. 
Though Jungle will be serving as a full service agency to all destinations, its 
primary emphasis will be that of promoting tourism to Panama. As stated by Jon P. 
Goodman, director of the University of Southern California Entrepreneur Program, 
" Successll entrepreneurs don't have failure. They do have learning experiences.. . The 
first crucial sign I've learned to look for is passion.. .Successful entrepreneurs also have 
imagination.. .a crucial sign I look for is self-determination" (Goodman, p.29). Well, I, 
Jorge Ameglio, will see this first enterprise as a learning experience for future growth. I, 
too, have a passion to complete this project in order to benefit financially and to benefit 
my country. I am determined to see it through. 
It seems that I am not the only one interested in developing tourism. World 
organizations such as the Organization of American States and the United Nations 
Organization work on plans and give direction so that countries in development, such as 
Panama, organize their tourism sector, in order to solve their economic problems. (Villa, 
p.3G). 
The following translation is of a full page editorial published in El Panama 
America, a Panamanian newspaper, on the 7th of January, 1996. It states: "Panama is 
following this plan and is developing a strong and coherent effort, accomplished by joining 
both the private and government sectors in order to achieve touristic goods. Examples of 
these efforts are the internationally publicized activities such as The Turistic Caravans, 
(which are tours throughout provinces in Panama). Also, the holding of international 
meetings for people involved in tourism, such as the Travel Mart, both realities promoted 
by Panama. The construction of new hotels, such as the Riande Continental, the Hotel 
Marina, and the new Marriot. Another example is the effort to start tourist projects on 
the beaches to serve as a starting point to place Panama as a 'beach Tourist Destination' . 
which will help Panama become an important 'Tourist Destination"' (Villa, p.3G). 
With the inspiration of the Panamanian government and that brought forth through 
my desire to help my country, I can partially arrive at my goal. Both these incentives will 
be stepping stones to complete the hard but accomplishable objective. Nevertheless, 
nothing, not even a flower will bloom with desire. It takes effort, determination, and 
resistance, along with finds, personality, and devotion, to accomplish a successful self- 
owned business. That is what this project is about. Its about Jungle Travel. 
1 - The Project: Jun~le  Trave 
Overall Direction: 
The initial capital investment is expected to be approximately $150,000.00. 
Travel agencies are abundant and not always successfbl. Nevertheless, if I can 
beat others by utilizing new methods, exploiting different forms of marketing, and offering 
the clients what is most important to them: low costs, then, Jungle Travel will be the 
most prosperous of all. 
One of the new methods I am discussing is the current use of the Internet by 
airlines. This new trend is quite prominent on the cover of Travel Weekly on October 2, 
1995, where it discusses not only American Airlines but also Continental's incorporation 
of electronic ticketing. Though, as an agency, it would be difficult to offer electronic 
tickets, on the other hand, by placing advertising of our products in the web accompanied 
with visual images of Panama, would allow Jungle to increase sales at a low cost, not 
only in the United States, but worldwide. 
Initially, Jungle will send for subscriptions to the OfSicial Airline Guides, Cruise 
andshipline Guides, Travel Planners, and other s i i a r  references on the travel trade. 
Jungle will send combined letters of announcement and request for brochures and current 
rate sheets to airlines, bus lies, car rental companies, tour operators, hotel 
representatives, hotel chains, major individual hotels and resorts, as well as tourist boards. 
To acquire the mailing list I will use the Travel Industry Personnel Directory that is 
published by Fairchild. 
Most important, will be for me to watch my business l i e  a hawk and go over all 
numbers every day to ensure that they are correct and that I am headed in a positive 
direction. Until the business can run on its own, something that never occurs completely, 
I will have to be there daily fiom before opening to guarantee that all is ready, until after 
closing to figure out what mistakes I can correct or what benefits I have reaped and can 
repeat each day. This is the only way I can reach the goals I set out to fulfill which is to 
offer low costs for the best travel packet available. 
Legal Requirements and Documentation: 
Prior to seeking occupational licenses, I must register with the Sellers of Travel 
Section, covered by the Florida Statute, Section, Chapter 559.627. I must register with 
the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services located in Tallahassee, telephone 
number . In order to do so, there is a $300.00 registration fee and I must 
complete an application form. Likewise, I must have either a certificate of deposit, a 
surety bond, or a letter of credit for a total of $10,000.00 on the first year of opening a 
first business. After this, if already in business, price can vary approximately between 
$10,000.00 and $50,000.00 depending on profitability of business and other matters. 
Once the travel agency is registered, I would seek the occupational licenses for the 
city and the county at the County Clerks office, both of which would equal approximately 
$100.00 to $150.00. Other than registering with the Department of Agriculture and 
Consumer Services, no other form of licensing seems to be necessary other than the local 
business licenses for city and county, in order to open a travel agency in the State of 
Florida. 
Next comes having a CPA prepare the financial statement on the official forms 
requested by the Airlines Reporting Corporation (ARC), the organization that replaced 
Air Traffic Conference, at 1709 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20006, 
telephone number , and the International Airlines Travel Agent Network 
(IATAN) at 2000 Peel Street, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A 2R4, telephone number 
. 
For ARC and IATAN, I must find an accountant who must apply for a Federal 
Employer Identification Number and not@ other government tax offices. Checking and 
savings accounts will be opened in Jungle's name, and a permanent window or outdoor 
sign must be visible showing the name of agency, that being JUNGLE TRAVEL, both of 
these being obligatory in order to receive both IATAN and ARC'S endorsement. 
The individual costs and document requirements for both these groups are as 
follows: 
ARC has an application fee of $225.00 and requires a bond in the amount of 
$10,000.00. 
Along with this I will send an agency information sheet; a personally filled-in ARC 
applicant questionnaire in duplicate; the ARC handbook questionnaire; a statement on my 
personal history (they require this of owner, partners, etc.); interior and exterior 
photographs of the agency; a current financial statement; a Memorandum of Passenger 
Sales Agency Agreement computer cards; completed order forms for agency identification 
plate; a ticket imprinter (accompanied by a check to cover the cost of the machine I will 
select); a ticket request form to order the first supply of a& tickets in order to get the ball 
rolling; and two voided checks for the bank account I intend to use for the amounts due to 
ARC sales. 
For IATAN, I will first send a $25.00 nonrefindable fee to receive the new agency 
application kit. Then, I will send IATAN's a non-refindable application fee equal to 
$50.00, the initial listing fee is $200.00, and the annual agency fee is $40.00. I will 
include an accurate and complete reply to the IATAN questionnaire, a financial statement, 
and once again, photographs of the exterior and interior of the agency. 
Once these steps specified above have been taken care of, IATAN will make an 
inspection of the agency. The inspectors will qualifl it financially, check its staff and their 
experience, make sure its identification is visible and that the office has accessibility, and 
lastly, that it has security facilities. The last thing they do, is question my knowledge, but 
by then, I will demonstrate my understanding of IATAN's resolutions, rules, and 
procedures, all of which are presented in their handbook I receive prior to their inspection. 
The last step would be to follow the processes required to become an agency l l l y  
connected to the information and ticketing systems in order to filfill requests at higher 
speeds and possibly with more accuracy. 
Location; 
A primary issue for Jungle will be its location. As far as statistics gathered in 
1995 and given to me by the Greater Miami Convention and Visitor's Division goes, 9.4 
million visitors spent at least one night in Miami, 5.1 million came from foreign countries, 
whereas 4.3 million visited fiom other states. Regarding visitor's destination, 44.3 percent 
claimed to have visited the Art Deco District (South Beach); 40.3 percent visited 
downtown Miami (Bayside Marketplace); and, 21.2 percent visited Coconut Grove 
(Cocowalk). Taking these figures in to account, the following decision has been made: 
Jungle will offer its services from a South Beach location because of the high 
volume of tourists and locals who visit the area, as shown in the percentages above. 
There currently already is an agency dedicated towards Panama in South beach, but, there 
will be no competition because it is small and unproductive due to its placement within 
South Beach, lack of marketing, and uncalliig sight to passerbyes. In order to not loose 
potential tourists and locals, I will place a stand at Bayside Marketplace close to the 
business area of Miami, and in Cocowalk or its thereabouts where "tourists and locals, 
alike, find a variety of ways to spend a day" (Florida Trend, p.40), thus informing 
passerbys of our services and our dedication to Panama. Both these regions are 
indispensable, as noted above, in order to attract their many visitors, most of which appear 
to be well-off and able to afford travel. For example, "Coconut Grove's 1.3 million square 
feet of retail space generates $200 million in sales annually" (Florida Trend, p.40). 
Another location for advertising our products at given times, would be at the Convention 
Center. 
These locations will play a great role in the short term success of this firm allowing 
for expansion of new locations to Fort Lauderdale and Palm Beach in the medium term, 
both being tourist-oriented locations. As for Fort Lauderdale, a prime location would be 
on A1A close to Las Olas Boulevard, this area also known as "The Strip," is an area of 
great ciiculation for locals and tourists. As for Palm Beach, many different areas are 
currently in development, and therefore, a prime location would be delved into at a future 
date. 
Future Expansion of Travel Agency: 
The travel agency will be opened with the view of expanding its services to other 
parts of Florida in the medium term, as mentioned above, and other states in the long 
term, thus developing a chain business. In the long term, centering agencies on other 
countries will be another goal. 
The Jungle Travel name would be copyrighted in order to use the same name 
throughout all the travel agencies I, or we (that is if I acquire future partners), will later 
open. 
A name is an important part of any business. The name of an agency would be as 
important as any other name brand in order to be easily recognized. Once our name is 
printed all over and spread even further through the use of the internet, I expect it to 
become catchy. Examples of names that are catchy are Coke, Bud for Budweiser, Sony, 
among others. Much thought was placed in developing this name. 
As is expected of all travel agencies for approval by ARC and IATAN, Travel was 
incorporated into the name. Jungle, the other half, is a word that inspires curiosity, 
respect, and awe, a word that I found would, likewise, convey a part of Panama. Not 
only the curiosity, respect, and awe that Panama spurs in itself, but the part of Panama 
that is the ending portion of the Amazon Jungle that creeps up from the deepest parts of 
South America. 
Jungle's Offerinrs: 
Jungle will offer single (meaning for persons flying at solo costs) offers and 
package (group costs and those including hotel accomodations, meals, tours, etc.) deals 
for travelers. It will have to compete in the already swarming tourism market worldwide, 
but luckily, South Beach currently is an area that is non-competitive in the travel-related 
field. In order to do so, it will not only seek price specials, but will also offer deals that 
include different reduced rates for hotels, meals, and car rentals, among other attractive 
features. Special promotional packages will also be available. These packages will be 
divided into dierent lengths of stay and will include tours to different regions of Panama. 
Corporate promotional packages can likewise be included in the agency's offerings. 
Literature, maps, and suggestions will be provided by the travel agency to its clientele. To 
cut costs, the computer used for internet access will also contain desktop publishing 
capabilities in order to produce the mailouts, literature, suggestions, tour packages, and 
basic leaflets that are required. 
It is important to seek ways to reduce the clients costs by cutting the agency's cost 
in other manners, because as predicted by Randy Petersen, editor of Inside Flyer 
newsletter, "Within the next two years, about 15% of all agencies will impose so-called 
fees for service, most likely for booking plane seats of any price -- and probably for car 
rentals and hotel stays as well" (Branch, p. 177). If our general costs, such as those in 
advertising are low, then the additional 15 percent would not be necessary, or we could 
offer other deals. 
Examples of available lodging and the current costs for the lodgings Jungle would 
use in Paqama can be viewed as follows: 
Major hotels are: Ceasqr Park, Bl Panqqa, Plqa  Paitilla Inn, Continental Riande, 
Gran Hotel Soloy, Hotel Caribe, Granada Riande, Ejecutivo, Europa, Veracruz, Costa 
Inn, Hotel Aramo, California, Roma, Continental Airport, Hotel Montreal, and Hotel 
International. 
Major apartment/hotels are: Costa del Sol, Suites Alfa, Las Vegas, Tower Houses 
Suites, Suites Ambassador, and Plaza. 
Major Beach/Resorts are: Coronado Club Suites Resort (has golf), Ceasar Park 
Contadora, Taboga, Gorgona Jayes, Posada La Vieja, Hotel Bambito, Tropical Star 
Lodge, Hotel Playa Rio Mar, Hotel Playa Corona, Hotel Turistico Club Campestre - El 
Valle, Hotel Fundadores, and Hotel Panamonte. 
The actual number of localities for tourists, rooms, and beds available in Panama 
by Province, as listed in December 1989 by Plannification of IPAT, are as follows: 
Panama - 86 locals; 5,245 rooms; 8,707 beds 
Chriqui - 39 locals; 1,076 rooms; 2,055 beds 
Colon - 16 locals; 592 rooms; 793 beds 
Veraguas - 14 locals; 392 rooms; 609 beds 
Cocle - 17 locals; 247 rooms; 534 beds 
Herrera - 13 locals; 238 rooms; 371 beds 
Los Santos - 8 locals; 143 rooms; 239 beds 
Bocas del Torro - 6 locals; 109 rooms; 138 beds 
Darien - 4 locals; 49 rooms; 74 beds 
San Blas - 4 locals; 45 rooms; 70 beds 
Total - 207 locals; 8,136 rooms; 13,590 beds 
The above can be broken down in numbers as follows: 94 hotels, 80 pension 
homes, 5 apartmentJhotels, 21 motelfcabins, and 7residential locals. 
Following are costs for first and medium class accomodations only, because I will 
not offer any lower conditions to my clients at Jungle Travel. Of course, these prices 
will be negotiated directly with the final hotels of my choice. 
R ates of hotels in Panama 
First class accommodations $160.00 a week 
$ 33.00 daily on weekends. 
Medium class accommodations $ 14.00 - $16.00 for a single bed (Single) 
$ 16.00 - $18.00 for a two beds (Double) 
$ 22.00 - $22.00 for three beds (Triple) 
Examples of available car rentals in Panama can be viewed as follows: 
The 10 car agencies are: Hertz, Budget, Thrifly, National, Vantage, Avis, Accion, 
International, and Rent a Car. 
Ra tes o f car rentals in Panama 
Avis 
Weekend $254.00 (these charges include 5 percent and 2 percent 
required for insurances) 
Weekly $ 555.00. 
He& 
Small car $ 40.50 daily (with all the trimmings) 
Large car $ 88.95 daily (with all the trimmings) 
m 
Small car $209.00 weekly (with an additional free day) 
Large car $451.00 . 
The International Airport in Panama is a 30 minute drive by car from the city of 
Panama, and it services over 27 countries. 
The international airlines that fly in and out of Panama are: 
Aeroliias Argentinas, Aeroflot, Aeronica, AeroPeru, Air France, Alitalia, Air New 
Zealand, American Airlines, Austrian Airlines, Avensa, Avianca, Aviateca, British 
Airways, Copa, Continenatal Airlines, Cubana, El Al, Iberia, Japan Airlines, KLM, Lacsa, 
Ladeco, Lan Chile, Lloyd Aereo Boliviano, Lufihansa, Sabena, Sam, SAS, Singapore 
Airlines, TACA, TWA, and United Airlines. 
The airlines that fly out of Miami h p o r t ,  to and from Panama, are: 
Copa (a brand new Panamanian airline owned by the private sector), Air Costa Rica, 
Lloyd Arrow, American Airlines, Iberian Air, Taca, and Continental. 
For a taste of availability and prices, I have picked American Airlines, telephone 
number . 
As far as discounts for group travel, only the restricted coach can be bid down. 
American Airlines flies out of Miami at the following times: 
leaves 1 1 : 00 a.m. - arrives 0 1 : 54 p.m. 
leaves 04:50 p.m. - arrives 07:39 p.m. 
leaves 06:50 p.m. - arrives 09:42 p.m. 
Restricted rate: 
Monday through Wednesday $ 418.00 (on coach ifthe traveler remains in 
Panama from seven to thirty days) 
Unrestricted rate: 
Monday through Sunday $ 858.00 
Business class: $1,672.00 
As far as numbers given by the Office of Statistics and Census of Panama goes, in 
1992, Panama received a total of 3 11,264 tourists, a number which surely needs 
increasing. Of these visitors, 277,382 arrived to Panama via air, whereas 33,882 entered 
the country by land. 
These numbers are hrther broken down by country of origin. 87,928 visitors 
came from North America, 71,345 from Central America, 27,605 from the Antilles, 
94,014 from South America (a number larger than North America), 32,903 from Europe, 
11,056 from Asia, 686 from Oceania, and 610 from Africa. Even a bigger breakdown 
would be that 48,558 came from Colombia, 37,077 from Costa Rica, and 73,069 from the 
United States alone. 
As far as the breakdown by motive of visits in 1992, they gave the following 
information: 175,926 came for pleasure, 106,390 came on business, and 28,946 
comprised other reasons. 
In 1990, the average stay in Panama equaled ten days. Nevertheless, in 1992, 
North Americans averaged 13.30 days, those from Central America averaged only 6.23, 
those from the Antilles also only spent 6.3 1 days, those from South America averaged 
7.57 days, those from Europe averaged 11.32 days, those from Asia stayed 11.32 days, 
those from Oceania remained 10.79 days, and lastly, those from Afiica averaged 8.29 
days. 
* The address and telephone number of an important office in Panama, for futher 
informations is: 
The Panamanian Tourism Institute (PAT) 
Apartado Postal 4421, 
Panama Zona 5, Panama, 
Republics de Panama. 
Tel. (507) 26-7000, Fax. (507) 26-3483. 
As far as visual furnishings for Jungle, for opening purposes the office itself will 
have three operational desks, twawithterminals and one with a computer connected to 
the internet; a sitting area with four plush chairs and a low center table; a bookshelfwith 
literature on Panama to be viewed within the premises; and display racks stocked with 
take-out literature, brochures, maps, and package deal offers. 
For decor, the walls will be colofilly decorated with Panamanian handicrafts and 
posters, and a background Latin music will continually be played. A large screen will be 
I close enough to the window showing Panamanian festivals, attractions, and sights, via 
VCR tapes, Panama's local sounds will too be heard from CDs, so that both sound and 
visual will attract passerbys and entice them to step in. 
The costs for furnishings will be as follows: 
2 desks (OfficeMax-0101-0756). .......................................... $ 599.98 
1 desk (OfficeMax-01 0 1-0747). ........................................... $ 299.99 
8 desk chairs (OfficeMax-0101-054 1). .................................. $ 1,039.92 
5 He cabinets (OfficeMax-01 13-5970). .................................. $ 1,679.92 
2 brochure display tables (OfficeMax-01 11-1077) ................. $ 79.98 
1 typewriter wl 14 inch camage.. ............................................. $ 1 17.97 
................ 2 calculators with tape and that shows credit balance $ 99.98 
1 copy machine (OfficeMax-0203-6772) ................................. $ 899.99 
2 terminals.. .............................................................................. $ 3,000.00 
1 computer wldesktop publishing capabilities 
(BrandsMart-Acer Multimedia Pentium 133 MHz.. ....... $2,798.88 
1 laser printer (OfficeMax-1401-9493). ................................. $ 1,399.99 
, 3 telephones (2 lines wlpush buttons, hold feature, lights) 
(OfficeMax-0205-1 193). ............................................. $ 479.97 
..................................... 1 telephonelfax (BrandsMart-Murata). $ 138.88 
.................................... 2 bookshelves (OfficeMax-01 12-0003) $ 139.98 
2 chairs (City Furniture-black leather recliner and ottoman). ....... $ 298.00 
1 Futon (City Furniture-black print). ....................................... $ 199.00 
3 tables12 lamps (City Furniture-black & glass) .......................... $ 1,299.99 
1 big screen television (l3randsMart 48"). ................................... $ 1,498.88 
VCR (BrandsMart 4-head). ...................................................... $ 188.88 
CD Player (BrandsMart-Sony 5 disc CD changer) .................... $ 268.88 
Permanent sign.. .................................................................... $ 350.00 
Stationery, envelopes, business cards, invoices (Cpart), speedy 
memos, announcement cards, highlighters, pens and pencils, etc. % 2.000.00 (est.) 
............................... Total $16,879.06 
As far as the decoration goes, I have already collected a VCR tape on Panama 
called Panama land of Adventures, made by Antigua Films and filmed in 1995. This is a 
fun-packed film that not only shows the tourist attractions throughout the country, but 
also entertains the viewer with views of sharks, whales, dolphins and turtles swimming in 
the Great National Marine Park of Coiba, as well as the filming of Indians and exotic 
animals in the rain forest, among other areas. 
Posters are easy to come by in my native land and by request fiom the consulate 
and travel agencies with which I will work, located in Panama. Other finer handicrafts 
are, likewise, easy to come across in Panama for a low cost, and therefore, unnecessary to 
account for herein. 
To lower costs, I plan to ask fiends to help redecorate the interior of the locale. 
Painting and refixbishing can be a fun job. A keg of beer or other sii lar enticers can 
make a party of hard work, as well as cut immensely on the expensive cost given by 
handymen to do the job, and possibly, we can even finish in a lesser time fiame. 
Marketing: 
Next, marketing efforts are extremely important to get a business off the ground. 
Back in 1994, "a bill approved by the Legislature this spring and already in effect requires 
registration, bonding, use of a trust account and the inclusion of the government 
registration number on all advertising" (Hamilton, p.40). Sadly, though, is that even if this 
bill was put into effect in order to deter travel scam artists, it seems that the only ones 
who carry the burden are the travel agencies. But the law is the law, and so be it. 
In order to understand my market, I must know who composes the market I will 
be catering to in Florida and abroad, and their posible interest in visiting Panama. My 
prime targets will be tourists, local corporations, university students, and the general 
public. As per the Greater Miami Convention and Visitor's Division, the amount of 
tourists visiting Dade County from Latin America in 1995 equaled 3,257,400 people, of 
which 844,800 came from the Caribbean, 464,200 from Central America, and 1,948,400 
from South America. This last group being one of the larger ones. 
Next, from Europe, there were 1,139,100 people, a smaller group, of which 
244,400 came from the United Kingdom, and 330,000 from Germany. From Canada, 
they received 501,300 tourists. From other international areas, they had 163,800 visitors, 
this equaling a total of 5,061,600 international people. 
As far as domestic guests to Dade County goes, they received 4,3 17,600 
composing a great segment of visitors to who Jungle would want to focus its marketing 
strategies. 
Next, I must view the reasons people travel. The majority of these fall under the 
following categories: 
Cultural, educational or professional: the desire to learn about other societies. 
Economic: to obtain benefits offered by convenient prices allowing elongated 
stays. 
Business: commercial activities between different countries that demand frequent 
travel from one country to another. 
Ethnic: the return to one's country of origin in order to reestablish family ties or 
for purely sentimental reasons. 
Sports: to assist or participate in sport related events. 
Physical: in order to seek medical help at a specialized center, or in order to rest 
and relax. 
Religious: pilgrimage to devoted places. 
(The above reasons will be included in different manners throughout our 
brochures.) 
I have studied the benefits of marketing my products through newspaper and 
magazine ads, public television networks, radio announcements, flyers, and cold calls to 
potential clients, such as companies dealing with Panama on a commercial level, and so 
on. 
First, Jungle will prepare a customer mailing list and send announcement cards to 
prospective clients, prepared in the office with our desk top publishing computer, and 
jazzed up for appeal. With the card will be a return-addressed, postage-paid reply card 
questioning prospects ifthey wish to be on our mailing list and whether they need more 
travel information at that time. I will purchase the mailing lists from businesses that 
specialize in preparing selected mailing lists. 
To lower gigantic costs, I will send news items about our opening to all local news 
media and travel trade publications, including the who, what, where, when, and our 
interest on Panama to attract them. Likewise, I will include black and white photographs 
of both the agency and the open house parties at Jungle. 
The first open house party will be to invite travel industry personnel, such as 
district sales managers and representative of all airlines using Miami's airport, including all 
international carriers. Car rental companies and hotel owners both in Miami and Panama 
will also be included among those invited. In order to achieve the greatest turn out 
possible, invitations will be sent out way in advance, at least three weeks, followed by a 
reminder call on the same week. The second open house party will be dedicated to the 
general public. 
Other ways to cut on expenses that I plan to use are: 
The use of the stands at both Bayside ~ a r k e t ~ l a ~ e  and Cocowalk, using university 
students at minimal wage to spread information about our travels. 
I will offer to be a panelist covering travel in Panama on local television stations, 
and will ask local cable companies to do a feature on a trip I would 
sponsor. 
On my travels to Panama, I will prepare my own travel tapes using a Super VHS 
camera. 
I will advertise in local shopping guides, student newspapers, offer to write travel 
columns for the Miami Herald and other local newspapers. 
Likewise, I will offer travel advice in the form of public service announcements in 
order to be aired an local radio and television for fiee. 
I will send material to the editors of local company newsletters with travel advice 
and Jungle's name all over it. 
Other than the above methods, I will use one of the least expensive of the most 
expensive forms of advertising, that is, radio station announcements. (Bergin, p.59). 
The common products that will be offered are siigle purchases, group packages, 
tour packages, promotional packages, and special corporate offers. Jungle will not only 
offer the above, but will also offer hotel stays and breakfasts, transportation to and from 
the hotel, organized tours, and special event tickets. All these flight specials will be 
detailed in our-office-made brochures. 
Finance: 
Another problem facing travel agencies is that major airlines have imposed a cap 
on commissions earned by travel agencies. "Instead of paying agents a flat lo%, the 
major carriers have instituted a $50 cap on all round-trip domestic tickets and a $25 max 
on one-way fares" (Mallory, p.20). Nevertheless, "the American Society of Travel Agents 
. . . launched its first salvo in response to a cap airlines placed on ticked commissions" 
(Zbar, p.37). 
In the mean time, agencies are marketing their product adding fees of up to $20 
for booking flights. In order to not loose clients though, "some agencies will waive the 
airline-ticket charge in exchange for these add-on commissions . . . throwing in travel 
discount vouchers . . . a $25 certificate that you can apply toward hture trips" (Mallory, 
p. 120) to off-set the additional cost. 
Regarding loans, I have already visited with both banks and private institutions. I 
have found the following results to hold true. Likewise, I am studying the likelihood of 
investing family and/or personal savings into Jungle Travel. The results of my 
investigation were as follows: 
Public Lenders 
NationsBank gave me a Good Faith Estimate of Borrower's Settlement Costs in 
which the total value of the loan would be $91,000.00, by placing up my property worth 
$130,000.00. The total estimated settlement charge equaled $2,917.79, and included 
$1,000.00 loan origination fee, a $275.00 appraisal fee, a $10.00 flood determination fee, 
a $60.00 document preparation fee, $666.00 for title insurance, $25.50 for recording fees, 
$21 1.34 for city/ county tadstarnps, $250.00 for a survey, and $50.00 for a pest 
inspection . Mortgage payments equal $1,846.95 per/mo.,over 60 months. 
NationsBank also offered me a Good Faith Estimate of Borrower's Settlement 
Costs for another property I have worth $60,000, where they would loan me $42,000.00. 
The total estimated settlement charge equaled $1,256.00. 
Therefore, the total of the loans offered by a public lender such as NationsBank 
equaled $91,000.00 plus $42,000.00, giving me a total loan of $133,000.00. 
Private Lenders 
The Mortgage Brokerage Business would give me a loan amount of $91,000.00 
for my property worth $130,000.00. I would have to pay them a mortgage brokerage fee 
in the amount of $2,621.00. The total estimated costs would equal $5,341.00 paid in 180 
months at an interest rate of 8 314 percent, with principal and interest monthly payments 
of $509.00, or with 60 month payments of $191 1.00. After estimated costs, my net loan 
would equal $85,659.00. 
The Mortgage Brokerage Business would give me a loan in the amount of 
$48,750.00 for my property worth $65,000.00. The total estimated cost would be 
$3,386.00 paid in 180 months at an interest rate of 9.5 percent, paying $509.00 monthly 
for principal and interest, or by paying $1024.00 monthly for 60 months. 
Therefore, the total of the loans offered by a private lender such as the Mortgage 
Brokerage Business is $91,000.00 plus $48,750.00 equaling a total of $139,750.00, an 
amount above that of a public institution such as NationsBank, prior to closing costs and 
interest rates. Nevertheless, in the long run, I find working with a bank will be more 
profitable due to lower interest rates offered. More shopping among banks is needed to 
find the best deal available. Following is a mortage and loan anaylysis for a five year loan 
at the best available cost: 
MORTGAGE AND LOAN ANALYSIS 
To calculate final Total interest and Total 
loan c&, extend the table below to row: 77 
Monthly payments 1 2,850.38 
Number of payments 60 
Princi@e 
Total interest 





As far as the cost of leasing office space in South Beach, I spoke with a realtor- 
associate of Streamline Properties, Inc, located at 1 125 Washington Avenue, Miami 
Beach, Florida 33 139, telephone number , who advised me that most 
business leases in the area are prepared to last for five years, that the usual request is first 
month and two months worth of security upon closing a leasing agreement. She also 
quoted me the following numbers: 
For office space on Washington Avenue between 5th and 10th and its side streets 
towards the beach, the cost per month per square foot ranges between $25.00 to $35.00. 
400sq.ft.x$25.00=$10,000.00 400sq.ft.x$35.00=$14,000.00 
600 sq. ft. x $25.00 = $15,000.00 600 sq. ft. x $35.00 = $21,000.00 
(occasionally a property will go for as low as $15 per square foot thus, equaling $6000.00 
to $9,000.00) 
For office space on AIA between 5th and loth, the average going price is closer to 
$50.00 per square foot each month. 
400 sq. ft. x $50.00 = $20,000.00 600 sq. R. x $50.00 = $30,000.00 
Given the above costs and the fact that this is a starting business, I would have to 
search either for an owner or builder who is willing to rent for $15.00 per square foot, or 
find a local around Washington that is no bigger than 400 square feet. 
Unfortunately, many business that are going out of business will offer a lease plus 
request key money for amounts that range from $10,000.00 to $100,000.00. Likewise, 
some owners will try to request key money. The search for the right place under the right 
terms will be of utmost importance. 
In oder to join the reservations systems, the following are some of those available: 
American Airlines (SABRE), Subscriber Automation, P.S. Box 6 196 16, mail drop 13 50, 
DFW Airport, TX 75261-9616. 
Air Canada (MAC), Place Air Canada, Montreal, Quebec. H2Z 1x5. 
Canadian Pacific Air L ie s  (PEGUSUS 2000), 200-8171 Alexandra Road, Richmond, 
B.C. V6X 1C3. 
Delta Air Lines (DATAS 11 and Datas Plus Marketing Automation), Hartsfield Atlanta 
Internatioal Airport, Atlanta, GA 30320. 
System One Direct Access, Inc., 9250 Northwest 36th Street, Miami, FL 33 178. Mailing 
Address: P.O. Box 0252327, Miami, FL 33102-5237. 
Trans World Airlines (PARS), 605 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10158. 
United Airlines (APOLLO, P.O. Box 66100, Chicago, IL 60666. 
For other possible investors interested in a partnership, I present the following 
financial study on its profitability. I have prepared a hypothetical income statement for a 
five year stretch and a balance sheet for the current year equilibrating assets and liabilities 
in order to end up with a positive net return for this project. They are as follows: 
INCOME STATEMENT 
Revenues 
Sales : Tours \ Hotel Attractions 
Sales : Tours Operators \Agents 
Total Revenues .................................. 
Cost and Expenses 
Cost of Product Sold .......................... 
Rent.. ............................................... 
Selling, General, and Administrative.. 
Depreciation and Amortization ........... 
.................. Total Costs and Expenses 
.................. Income from Operations 
Interest Expense ................................ 
....... Other Income, net ..( resewations) 
Income Before Tax ............................ 
TAX=I 5.3% & 28% AFTER $30K 
NET INCOME .................................. 




CASH IN BANK 133120.94 142575.38 
FIXED ASSETS 
OFFICE SUPPLIES 2000 500 
FURNITURE 3795.88 3795.88 
MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT 11083.18 11083.18 
LESS:DEPRECIATION 0 -1487.9 
TOTAL ASSETS 150000 156466.54 
LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS EQUITY 
CURRENT LIABILITIES 
BANK OVERDRAFT 0 0 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE-TRADE 0 3500 
TOUR DEPOSITS 0 6919.53 
EMPLOYEE FICA TAXES 0 1551.08 
EMPLOYEE WITHHOLDING 0 3514.94 
LOANS PAYABLE 139750 124264.45 
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 139750 139750 
STOCKHOLDER EQUITY 
COMMON STOCK 10250 10250 
RETAINED EARNINGS 0 
NET PROFIT OR (LOSS) 0 6466.54 
LESS DIVIDENDS PAID 0 
TOTAL STOCKHOLDER'S EQUITY 10250 16716.54 
TOTAL LIABILITIES 8 EQUITY 150000 156466.54 
Human Resources 
Lastly, the standards by which employees will be hired will be based on their level 
of education; previous experience; languages spoken; and, good communication skills, all 
of which are highly important in all-walks-of-the-world people-oriented businesses. One 
statement I read stands out, and that is: "Fist, get good people. If you don't have good 
people, that's your fault. 'Remember, ,200 hitters don't win championships. Overpay and 
get ,300 hitters. Just don't hire more of them than you need" (Nulty, p.182). 
For starters, a minimum of two employees will work for a minimum salary plus 
commissions, though this plan is still being studied due to the fact that it will be hard to 
get .300 hitters for such a low wage. They will be in charge of the telephones, terminals, 
general paperwork, sales, and will assist walk-ins. There is the possibility of usiig college 
students for advertising purposes as mentioned previously. 
The cutting point for fill time employees will be that they at least have a high 
school degree; have some form of experience in travel related services, are at least 
bilingual (preferably Enghsh-Spanish), that they be polite, have an outgoing personality, 
and are able to communicate correctly with others, with ease. Grooming will also be 
looked at, because the more pleasing to the eye they are to me, so will they be to others. 
Likewise, I will use all methods in order to find the right candidates, whether 
through employment agencies, newspaper ads, or word-of- mouth. Once chosen, a formal 
training will be needed to familiarize my employees on Panama, the deals we are offering, 
what is expected from each one, etc. In order to keep the better employees happy, weekly 
group meetings will be a possibility for ventilating frustrations and sharing opinions. 
Salaries will be based on past experience. There incomes will be a small salary 
comparative to their past experience, education, and performance, along with a reasonable 
percentage commission based on individual sales. Benefits such as health insurance will 
be partially available, this meaning that Jungle Travel will acquire a corporate group 
insurance of which Jungle will offer to pay half of the employees cost. Possible incentives 
such as giving employees a trip a year will depend on their individual sales ability. 
Information Regardiaag Panam= 
The travel agency wiIl have to acquire knowledge they can present to their 
customers in order to succeed. Part of the information will be Panama's political status; 
the personal security of tourists; forms of transportation; its economy, financial situation 
and costs; languages spoken; religious affiliations; foods, festivals, tourist attractions and 
sites; etc. Following are some important facts on Panama: 
Geography - 
Location: Middle America, between Colombia and Costa Rica 
Area: 78,200 square kilometers = 48,562.2 square miles 
Coastline: 2,490 square kilometers = 1,546.29 square miles 
Climate: tropical; rainy season (May to January) 
Terrain: interior (steep rugged mountains and upland plains); coastal (plains 
and rolling hills); isthmus connects North and South America 
Natural Resources: copper, mahogany forests, shrimp 
People - 
Population: 2.63 million (July 1994 estimate) 
Nationality: Panamanian 
Ethnic division: mestizo (Indian and European) 70 percent; West Indian 14 
percent; white 10 percent, Indian 6 percent 
Religions: Roman Catholic 85 percent, Protestant 15 percent 
Languages: Spanish (official), English 14 percent (many bilingual) 
Literacy: Total population 88 percent (estimated in 1990) 
Labor force: 921,000 (estimated in 1992) 
Climate - at sea-level it is usually between 80 and 85 degrees Fahrenheit throughout 
the year, though cooler in the evenings. There is a dry season in Panama 
between December and May, whereas it rains more the rest of the year 
never lasting a 111 day. The higher you travel the cooler the temperature. 
Entry Requirements: a valid passport and a visa or tourist card that may be 
obtained through the airlines. You also need proof of a ticket to leave Panama 
and/or documents to enter another country. Tourist cards are good for a total of 
30 days and can be renewed in Panama for an additional two months. The 
Departure Tax is $20.00. 
Customs: travelers are allowed to bring upto three bottles of liquor and a carton of 
tobacco when entering Panama. 
Government - 
Name (conventional): Republic of Panama 
Type: constitutional republic 
Capital: Panama 
Legal system: based on civil law system, judicial review of legislative acts in the 
Supreme Court of Justice; accepts compulsory ICJ jurisdiction with 
reservations 
Suffrage: 18 years of age; universal and compulsory 
Economy - 
National product: GDP $1 1.6 billion (1993 estimate) 
National product real growth rate: 5.9 percent (1993 estimate) 
National product per capita: $4,500.00 (1993 estimate) 
Inflation rate (consumer): 1 percent (1993 estimate) 
Unemployment rate: 12.5 percent (1993 estimate) 
Budget: revenues: $1.8 billion 
expenditures: $1.9 billion 
Exports: $545 million (fieight on board 1993 estimate) 
commodities: bananas 43 percent, shrimp 11 percent, sugar 4 
percent, clothing 5 percent, coffee 2 percent 
partners: U.S. 35 percent, EC, Central American and 
Caribbean, Japan 
Imports: $2.5 billion (freight on board 1993 estimate) 
commodities: capital goods 2 1 percent, crude oil 11 percent, 
foodstuffs 9 percent, consumer goods, chemicals 
partners: U. S. 35 percent, EC Central American and 
Caribbean, Japan 
External debt: $6.1 billion (year-end 1993 estimate) 
Industries: manufacturing and construction activities, petroleum refining, 
brewing, cement and construction materials, sugar milling 
Agriculture: 10 percent of GDP in 1992,27 percent of labor force in 1992; 
crops - bananas, rice, corn, coffee, sugarcane; livestock; fishing; 
importer of food grain, vegetables 
Currency: 1 Balboa (B) = 100 centesimos 
Exchange rate: 1 Balboa (B) per US$l .OO - 1.000 (fixed rate) 
Communications - 
Aqorts: total 118, usable 109, permanent-surface runaways 38, with run- 
ways 2,440-3,659 meters 2, with runways 1,220-2,439 meters 15 
Ports: Cristobal, Balboa, Colon 
Telecommunications: domestic and international facilities well developed 
Railroads: 238 kilometers = 147.80 miles 
Highways: 8,530 kilometers = 5,297.13 miles 
Inland waterways: navigable 800 kilometers = 496.8 miles 
Panama Canal 82 kilometers = 50.92 miles 
Islands - 
Taboga: also known as "The Island of Flowers." Great for swimming, water 
skiing, fishing and diving. Neighboring islands are Uraba, Otoque, 
Bon, Isla Taboguilla, and Morro de Taboga. 
Isla Grande: tropical paradise. Great coral reefs and a model for fishing and 
underwater exploration. 
Iguana Island: wild life refuge. Has two live coral heads over 500 years old 
House to important population equaling around 5,000 frigate birds. 
Ideal for camping on main beach (Cirial). 
Tourist attractions and sites - 
Places of interest: Panama City, the Panama Canal, Colon, Pacific Beach, Isla 
Grande, San Blas Islands, The Valley of Anton, Dariend 
Province, Bocas del Toro, Chriqui Province, Contadora 
Island, Taboga Island, and Portobello. 
Colonial Churches: Iglesia Santo Domingo de Guzman in Parita, Herrera 
Iglesia de San Francisco de la Montana in Veraguas 
Iglesia de San Atanasio in Los Santos 
Basilica Denata, the oldest on American soil in Cocle 
and in Panama City there are: Iglesia de San Jose, Iglesia de la Merced, 
Capilla de Santo Domingo 
Areas of great Spanish influence are: Panama La Vieja, San Felipe de Portobelo, 
Panama Colonial, and San Lorenzo El Real de Chagres. 
Museums: &eo de Arte Religiose, Museo Antropologico, Museo de Arte 
Contemporaneo, Panarte, Galerias de Arte, Museo de Historia, Museo 
Afroantillano, and Museo Banco National, Museo de Ciencias Naturales, 
Galeria Andiia, Casa del Soldado de la Independencia, Parque 
Arqueologico de El Cano, Museo de la Historia y la Tradition 
Penonomena, Herrera, Museo Belisario Porras, Casa-Museo Manuel F. 
Zarate, Museo de Nacionalidad, Museo de Historia y de Arte Jose de 
Obaldia. 
Shopping Areas: Peatonal Avenida Central, Via Espana, El Dorado, 
Marbella, Plaza Carolina, Los Pueblos, and Avenida Central 
Calidonia. 
Pacific Beaches: Punta Chame, Gorgona, Coronado, San Carlos, Rio Mar, 
Corona, Santa Clara, Nueva Gorgona, El Palmar, and 
Farallon. 
Parks: Metropolitan Nature Park, Soberania National Park, Bano Colorado 
Island, Chagres National Park, Altos de Campana, Baru Volcano National 
Park, Sarigua National Park, Bastimentos National Park, La Amistad 
International Park, and DarienNational Park. 
Casinos: Under government control. 
Night Life - nightclubs, bistros, discos, trendy jazz, traditional dances, and strip tease. 
Theaters - The National Theater for symphonies and plays. 
The Panamanian Folkloric ballet present dances and rituals of the Kuna and 
Guaymi Indians. 
The ATLAPA Convention Center has two. The Anayansi Theater seats 
3,000 and the La Huaca seats 600. 
Foods - Panama City offers a variety of restaurants serving an international cuisine 
including French, Chinese, Peruvian, Mexican, Italian, Japanese, Indian, 
American, and others. Among native dishes are the ceviche and sancocho, 
well accompanied by Panama's lusty beer. 
Convention Center: ATLAPA is the biggest in Panama and holds 10,000 people. Its 
theater/auditorium sits 3,000, and there is 34,445 square feet of 
exhibit halls within the 18 acre complex. 
Clients: 
Though the United Nations defines tourism as: A tourist is any person that travels 
out of hisiher country of regular residence to another country, for a length of 24 hours or 
more. Nevertheless, to understand who are clients are a bit better, I have performed a 
survey of who they are, where they come from, their knowledge on Panama, etc. The 
survey was performed in February, on a Tuesday, starting at midday, on A1A in South 
Beach, around the 8th Street crossing and the quantity of people was two hundred people. 
Selection was done &lly on random basis. The reason for this is to study the possibility of 
offering other planned tours such as specializing "in booking family reunions" (Long, 
p.58), or just to learn about our future customers a little better. 
The questions were as follows with their equivalent totals: 
1. How old are you? (optional) 
0-20 21-30 -90- 31-40 -50 - 41-55 4 0 -  56 & over -20 - 
2. Where are you from? 
Florida - 3Q_ Other State - 100- S. America A C. America Europe 
Asia - Africa - Other 
3. Where do you live? 
Florida JK!= Other State 64_ - S. America - C. America - Europe 10 
Asia - Africa - Other 
4. Do you like to travel? Yes= No- Maybe - 
Major reasons given were to change the scenery, leave problems and stress behind, 
experience and learn about new lands, visit family and friends, and relaxation. 
5. Have you ever been to a Spanish speaking country? Yes No _5e_ 
6.  Have you ever heard about Panama? Yes JXl= No 
7. Do you know where Panama is located? Yes J B = N o  10_ - 
8. Would you like to visit Panama? Yes -70_ No Maybe =90= 
Major reasons given to visit Panama were to visit the Panama Canal, visit a 
spanish-speaking country, travel to a place with different traditions, to go to the Jungle. 
Major reasons to not visit Panama were that they rather go elsewhere, afraid of 
crime and instabiity of country, and can't speak the language. 
9. Would you like to visit Panama if the price is right? 
Yes - 70 - No 30 Maybe- 
Major reasons for the change of opinion by those that previosly answered no was 
the financial feasibility. 
10. How long would you like to visit Panama if you went? 
1 - 3 days- 4 - 10 days -120- 11 days - 3 weeks -30 More than 3 weeks 
[thirty people did not answer question ten and ten of those surveyed placed a question 
mark demonstrating uncertainty]. 
What I have learned fiom the above survey is that the greatest number of people at 
an off hour in South Beach fall between the ages of 21 and 30, though around same 
percentage also fall between the ages of 3 1 and 55. Therefore, I have a wide spread 
between 21 and 55 to who I will be catering. Fifty percent of those in South Beach are 
originally from another state within the United States, whereas all others are either natural 
borns, from South America, Europe, and other countries. Most of those who frequent the 
Art Deco District at an off hour do live in Florida. 
As far as traveling goes, all those questioned enjoyed travel. Two-thirds had 
actually visited a Spanish speaking country, and almost 100 percent knew something 
about Panama. As far as who would want to visit Panama, 35 percent desired to, 20 
percent had no desire, and 45 percent were considering the possibility. This here already 
gives me an 80 percent possible success rate. This number rised when asked if they would 
want to visit Panama if the price was right, giving me an 85 percent success rate. 
Preference regarding the length of stay in Panama was strongest betweend four to 10 days 
with a 60 percentage rate, 15 percent preferred 11 days to three weeks, five percent 
wished for more than three weeks, one person had no clue how long, and two gave no 
answer. 
Furthermore, a comparative analysis will be done in order to convince customers 
of the advantage of using my services over that of the competition. Most importantly 
though, is having the knowledge to offer attractive tours that, though inexpensive in 
comparison to that of other agencies, they will also offer quality location and services. In 
order to acquire more competitive prices within Panama, I will rely on good public 
relations, family connections, and possible trade-offs, such as accommodations in the 
United States for those granting special prices. Another possibility, is arranging a deal 
with the Panamanian department of tourism for possible incentives. 
Overall, I firmly believe in my project of opening a travel agency in the Art Deco 
District in Miami, Florida with the name Jungle Travel. I must also afErm that an initial 
investment of $150,000.00 is a little low to actually realize what I have in mind, but by 
using my brains and my imagination, I feel that any problem can be surpassed. A more 
true investment would be a minimum of $350,000.00. Likewise, I know I will receive 
help from family and friends in Panama, from other travel agencies established in Panama, 
and lastly, from the Panamanian government and other tourist organizations in that 
country. 
Having viewed and studied the location of travel agencies in Miami, I find none 
that will compete with my idea for Jungle. Many that are located in the larger hotels and 
at the airport will, of course, be highly competitive. But, there is none that will match my 
presentation, nor my location, both these facts being primordial to the outcome of the 
agency. 
My extensive knowledge of Panama will stand out within the local, though this 
will not be where my coverage ends. Nevertheless, the attractiveness presented within, 
along with the music and VCR images on Panama will greatly enhance the curiosity of 
potential clients. As a full service agency, my major emphasis will be in delivering first 
class services to all with a smile included, in order to have them coming back for more. 
I would estimate the opening of the Jungle to be between six to nine months from 
the time I set off to receive the loans from the bank, and gather other cash from savings, 
family, and others. I have not yet decided on what bank to go with, and further study 
needs to be done to find the best alternative. It is difficult to decide until the moment 
when the actual loan is to be made due to the changing interest rates and their fluctuations 
by individual banks. 
Other reasons for the delay will be the time it takes to fblfill all the legal 
requirements and documentation necessary to be fully operational. Likewise, the search 
for the exact spot in which I will mount the agency will take awhile. I do not want to 
jump on the first place offered considering I feel that location is a prime factor in the quick 
success of Jungle. Next comes the rebuilding of the local, and finally, the purchase of all 
equipment and furnishings necessary for the grand opening. 
Prior to establishing a business, much search, knowledge, and experiece must be 
acquired. Within, I have delved into many aspects required to open my own company. 
The practice of gathering a multi-load of information is only a first step. If I propose a 
goal, it is only true to follow it through. Nevertheless, as this project is studied, I have 
become more aware of its complexity, and more importantly, the amount of money 
required in order to excel. 
Through the efforts it took to accomplish this project, a so-called proposal to open 
a travel agency, I not only have learned of the difficulty of acquiring information, but also 
have come to foresee all the steps, time, and labor it would take to truly effectuate the 
realization of such a task. The fact that it is possible, also stands out, and awakens my 
initiative. This project has allowed me to execute the beginings of a possible future, that 
of actualizing my own business. Once this much has been done, the rest follows. Though 
not easy, I can only say this is the beginning of a possibility I previously had only dreamed 
about, but that now is at my fingertips if I wish to go through with a business of my own. 
And why not, Jungle Travel? 
Truly speaking, though the manner in which I sought financing would not be 
enough to fulfill the business I had in my mind, of course that business being above its 
competition, the possibility of actually seeing my project to its end is in no way 
impossible. My availabiity of h d s  and help fiom other, exceeds those fbnds herein 
mentioned. The fact that I would be helping out my native land, only inspires me to take 
this project as a true possible reality in my future. Within I have only layed the ground 
rules, and what is to follow, will only be noted in the future. 
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